With a growing demand for the search by image, many works have studied the task of fashion instance-level image retrieval (FIR). Furthermore, the recent works introduce a concept of fashion attribute manipulation (FAM) which manipulates a specific attribute (e.g color) of a fashion item while maintaining the rest of the attributes (e.g shape, and pattern). In this way, users can search not only "the same" items but also "similar" items with the desired attributes. FAM is a challenging task in that the attributes are hard to define, and the unique characteristics of a query are hard to be preserved. Although both FIR and FAM are important in real-life applications, most of the previous studies have focused on only one of these problem. In this study, we aim to achieve competitive performance on both FIR and FAM. To do so, we propose a novel method that converts a query into a representation with the desired attributes. We introduce a new idea of attribute manipulation at the feature level, by matching the distribution of manipulated features with real features. In this fashion, the attribute manipulation can be done independently from learning a representation from the image. By introducing the feature-level attribute manipulation, the previous methods for FIR can perform attribute manipulation without sacrificing their retrieval performance.
Introduction
The fashion instance-level image retrieval (FIR) [10, 13, 19, 24] is a task to find a clothing item that is exactly "the same" as a given query. The FIR has been considered as a challenging task: the clothing items are highly deformable, the viewpoint severely differs, and minor differences are hard to catch. As an extension of FIR, the fashion attribute manipulation (FAM) [2, 40] aims to find "similar" clothing items by changing the unwanted attribute to the desired one, while preserving the rest of the attributes. This feature is particularly important in fashion search, because the users always desire to find clothing items with different attributes such as shape, color, or pattern (i.e., the user might want to search for a "white checked blouse," not "blue"). To satisfy the user's needs in the fashion search, both FIR and FAM are important, and either one cannot be sacrificed.
From this perspective, the methods so far can be divided into two classes: FIR methods and FAM methods. The purpose of FIR methods is to find the same instances as in a given c 2019. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: The specific architecture of FLAM, which consists of two subnetworks: attributespecific embedder, and query feature manipulator. The figure shows the scenario of manipulating color attribute while preserving the remaining attributes (shape and pattern). Note that the red-colored embedding vector is extracted from the randomly-sampled real feature that owns the desired color attribute (e.g., "feature of red color item, if the query is blue ").
query. Most FIR methods use the ranking loss based on the instance labels for the training, sometimes exploiting the attribute labels as well. Since these methods were inherently designed in consideration of the FIR only, they are not capable of finding the item with desired characteristics by manipulating the attributes of the fashion item [2] . Meanwhile, FAM methods aim to find similar-looking items by manipulating a specific attribute. Instead of creating pairs by instance labels, FAM methods create pairs by attribute labels inducing a model to focus on the attribute representation. However, creating pairs by attribute labels requires a dense annotation [40] , and having the same combinations of attributes does not always guarantee that the positive represents the same instance. For these reasons, FAM methods tend to sacrifice a pure instance retrieval performance. The simplest way we can think for solving both FIR, and FAM problem is to have both models for each specific tasks. However, in real-life applications dealing with billion-scale images, storing more than one features extracted from every single image is too expensive. Instead, we designed a feature-level attribute manipulation method that translates a learned feature directly into a manipulated feature representing desired attributes. Main contributions. In this paper, we propose a novel method that performs search by feature-level attribute manipulation (FLAM). The contribution is three fold: (1) We propose a new method for feature-level attribute manipulation, and we demonstrate its effectiveness by achieving competitive performance in both FIR and FAM tasks. (2) Unlike previous approaches, our method no longer requires a dense annotation of attributes for training. Instead, it transfers knowledge from learned attribute-specific embedders. (3) We show that a model for attribute manipulation can be trained in an semi-supervised manner, and a generative model can be used for image search with attribute manipulation.
Related Work
The previous research on image retrieval in fashion domain can be categorized as follows: instance-based retrieval, attribute-based retrieval, and attribute manipulation. Instance-based retrieval. The recent instance-level image retrieval methods have shown a dramatic increase in performance using advances in metric learning [12, 18, 30, 32, 39] .
The metric learning focuses on the way it calculates loss by making a pair in an effective way. The instance ID is required for making a pair, and no additional labels are needed in general. In the fashion domain, several studies considered the cross-domain problem that aims to find in-shop images by querying street images in uncontrolled conditions [10, 13, 19, 24] . Liu et al. [24] learns a similarity measure between the street and in-shop domain, and Hadi Kiapour et al. [13] uses human/clothing part alignment. Gajic and Baldrich [10] trained a simple model with triplet loss and max pooling.
Attribute-based retrieval. The image retrieval in fashion domain is a distinct task in that fashion items have attributes. The attributes provide useful information to understand the fashion image in detail [6, 20, 23] . For this reason, many publicly available fashion datasets provide the attribute labels as well [3, 8, 17, 25] . We classify the methods that use attribute labels for training as attribute-based retrieval. Liu et al. [25] proposed FashionNet, which predicts landmarks and attributes simultaneously. A triplet loss is used for metric learning of pairwise clothes images. Huang et al. [17] proposed a dual attribute-aware ranking network, which uses attribute-guided learning and triplet visual similarity constraint. Di et al. [9] defined a set of style-related attributes and trained an individual classifier for each style. The classifiers were then used for searching items by attributes. Yamaguchi et al. [37] proposed a joint clothing detection model that combined a deep network with conditional random fields, considering the compatibility of clothing items and attributes. Singh and Lee [31] suggested an end-to-end training that localizes and ranks relative visual attributes in a weakly supervised manner. While visual attributes of fashion items provide high-level information, we found that the attribute labels in most of the fashion datasets are severely noisy, which may interfere with learning a good-quality image representation.
Attribute manipulation. Recently, a concept of interactive search in fashion domain has been introduced [22, 27, 28] . The main idea is that users manipulate attributes of a query, and the search engine finds a fashion item with the desired attributes (e.g green striped dress). Although attribute manipulation is particularly useful in fashion domain, we found that only a few papers have addressed this issue [2, 40] . Zhao et al. [40] proposed to use a memory block to obtain a manipulated feature. The feature was combined with an attribute-specific representation from the memory block. Triplet pairs were constructed based on a combination of attribute labels, which requires a dense annotation for attributes. Ak et al. [2] suggested a region-aware attribute manipulation by the integration of the attribute activation maps. The extracted features per regions are then combined to construct the global representation.
While aforementioned methods achieved competitive results on their tasks, more fundamental problems has not been solved. First, despite the powerful performance of the FIR methods (instance-based, and attribute-based), the methods were not designed to search for items with desired attributes. Therefore, the FIR methods have no way to find users similarly-looking items with the desired attributes, which is a huge disadvantage particularly in fashion domain. Second, the methods for attribute manipulation enable search by changing the attributes, but the image representation of these methods is not specialized for the FIR task. Therefore the FAM methods show worse performance in finding the same instance items. To remedy this, we propose a method that can perform attribute manipulation without sacrificing the retrieval performance by manipulating queries at the feature level. 
Feature-level Attribute Manipulation (FLAM)
Our objective is to train a network that converts the feature of the given query into the feature with the desired attributes. We refer to it as feature-level attribute manipulation, because the attribute of a learned feature is manipulated directly at the feature level, and no representation learning from the image is needed. The feature-level attribute manipulation has several advantages. First, since the features learned by FIR methods are used as the input for the manipulation, the quality of the feature performing FIR can be perfectly preserved. Second, the learned features include high-level information comparing to the images in RGB space, and the network can be trained with a smaller number of data, even with the sparsely labeled attribute information in the fashion datasets. For manipulating the attributes at the feature level, our main idea is to synthesize the manipulated feature with a generative adversarial network [11] , by simply matching the distribution of the manipulated feature with the distribution of the real data. We split the training into two stages as described in Figure 1: (1) embedding stage and (2) manipulating stage. We explain the training procedure of each stage in detail, followed by the way of synthesizing the manipulated feature that represents the desired attributes.
Attribute-specific Embedder
At the embedding stage, we aim to embed a learned feature to an attribute-specific embedding space defined as e ∈ R k , where k is the dimension of the embedding space [35] . We assume that the attribute-specific information (such as shape, color, and pattern) is successfully encoded in a learned feature when it is learned by FIR methods. For a learned feature x, we find the embedding vectors of target attribute a as e a = φ a (x; θ ). The goal is to learn parameter θ of mapping φ such that embedding vectors e a and e + a extracted from samples of the same attribute class i are projected into as close location as possible in the embedding space and in far distance from e − a of a different attribute class. We use the embedding layer, which stores the fixed size of dictionary vector d a . The general form of the triplet loss is formulated as (1)
where µ is a margin, dist is a cosine similarity distance. Finally, we use a triplet loss using both e a and d a as anchors for training φ . The final loss is formulated as (2),
where − symbol means that the vector is extracted from the sample of a different attribute class compared with the anchor. Multiple attribute-specific embedders φ are trained are trained for every single attribute type, and they work as a teacher of a discriminator by transferring knowledge in the following stage.
Query Feature Manipulator
At the manipulating stage, our main interest is to synthesize a manipulated featurex which follows the distribution of real features x. To avoid ambiguity, we define the target attribute type to manipulate as a (e.g color), and the remaining attribute types to preserve asā 1 , ...,ā n (e.g shape and pattern). The embedding vectors are defined as e a and eā 1 , ..., eā n the target and remaining attribute types, respectively. Given a pair of learned features (x, x − ) sampled from different attribute classes of a, our goal is to train a generator G(x, φ a (x − )) →x that converts x into an attribute-manipulated featurex that represents the target attribute of − while preserving the remaining attributes of x. Adversarial loss. To makex synthesized by G follow the distribution of real features, we adopt an adversarial loss [11] as defined
where G synthesizesx = G(x, e − a ) conditioned on query feature x and attribute-specific embedding vector e − a = φ a (x − ). We concatenate x and e − a to feed G. The adversarial loss forces the generator G to mimic the real data distribution by playing a minimax game. Feature matching loss. We aimx to have desired attribute class of a, not affecting the remaining attributesā 1 , ...,ā n . Our strategy is to transfer the attribute-specific knowledge learned by φ by matching outputs of discriminator D with the embedding vectors [29] . To achieve this condition, the last layer of D is split into two branches, and each branch produces 1-dimensional vector to discriminate between real and fake, and (n × k)-dimensional vector for feature matching with e, where e ∈ R k . Letting f (x) denote the outputs of D for feature matching, for given attribute-specific embedders φ a and φā 1 ,...,ā n , our objective is defined as
where ⊕ is a concatenation operation. The feature matching term for the remaining attributes can be omitted, but we found it harmful for the performance, as shown in Table 3 . Cycle consistency loss. Recently, a cycle consistency has proved its effectiveness in preserving the content of the original input [21, 41] . To preserve unique characteristics of a query item, we apply the cycle-consistency loss to the generator, defined as
An interesting point is that a cosine similarity between original feature x and recovered featurex = G(G(x, e − ), e) can be used for an approximate measure of convergence [5] . We found a consistent tendency that a model showing a higher cosine similarity between x and x achieves a better top-k accuracy in the attribute manipulation task. 
Query Manipulation
To search with a query after the attribute manipulation, a manipulated query is obtained by G(x, d a i ) →x, where d is an attribute-specific dictionary vector of i-th class of attribute type a which has been learned at embedding stage. The attribute-specific dictionary vector d a i can be considered as a centroid of a feature cluster of i-th attribute class. Finally, a query having the desired attributes can be synthesized by choosing d of a desired attribute class i.
Experiments
In this section, we describe the datasets, evaluation metrics, and implementation details followed by quantitative and qualitative results. In this study, we target three most representative fashion attribute types, a ∈ {shape, color, pattern}, for attribute manipulation. When we target a specific attribute, we call it the target attribute (e.g color), and the others as the remaining attributes (e.g shape and pattern), for clarity. Datasets. Although many fashion-related datasets have been released, we found few fashion datasets provide reliable attribute labels. We used DARN and Shopping100k to evaluate and train the attribute-specific embedder. The top-k classes in each attribute type, sorted by the number of images included, were used to avoid the long-tail distribution. The detailed classes and labels of the datasets are described in Table 1 . To evaluate FAM, we randomly sampled 5K and 2K images from DARN and Shopping100k, respectively. We only picked the images labeled with all three attributes densely. The remaining images were used for the training, because FLAM does not require a dense annotation. To manipulate the training query features, we used private datasets, Naver Fashion Dataset (NFD) [1] . The NFD is a large-scale fashion dataset collected from the Naver shopping pages, which includes more than 390K instances of 4-million high-resolution images. The instance pair label was annotated by the human experts to ensure its reliability. While NFD provides no attribute labels, we could use the entire images of the NFD by using the attribute-specific embedder as a pseudo-labeler by means of feature matching. Evaluation metrics. For the quantitative experiments, we define the evaluation metrics for both FIR and FAM as follows. For FIR task, recall(R@k) [12] was measured. For FAM task, top-k accuracy(T@k) [17] was measured. To measure top-k accuracy, the search system retrieves top-k matches after performing the attribute manipulation on a given query. If a match is found that has the same attribute combination (shape, color, and pattern) as the manipulated query, we count it as a hit, otherwise a miss.
Implementation Details
When training an attribute-specific embedder, we set the dimension k of the embedding space to 32. By squeezing the attribute-related representation in fewer dimensions, we prevent the embedding vector from including information irrelevant to the target attribute. When training a query feature manipulator, G, a randomly chosen embedding vector e − is given to synthesize a manipulated feature. However, sometimes it becomes a problem when attributes of a fashion item are highly entangled. For example, if a query item is a brown leather jacket and the embedding vector represents "pink", there barely exists such cloth in the real world. In this case, a manipulator is confused, because it has never seen such data in the real distribution. To avoid this, we used a technique called online sampling(OS). In detail, for a given batch, x − is sampled to have as close distance in the embedding space forā 1 , ...,ā n as possible. By choosing x − among the samples having the same remaining attributes as x as possible, we could avoid forcing the manipulator to synthesize unrealistic features. Note that a pair (x, x − ) is sampled to have different target attribute classes for a. The effect of online sampling is shown in Table 3 .
Quantitative Results
In this section, we report the performance evaluation on both FIR and FAM, comparing them to the baseline methods. The evaluation is performed using the public datasets: DeepFashion, DARN, and Shopping100k. Baselines. Because the previous works on attribute manipulation required a dense annotation, and even the target attributes were different, it is unfair to compare the methods directly. Furthermore, no paper so far has discussed feature-level attribute manipulation. Instead, we propose the following baselines to evaluate our method.
(1) Cls-Concat: a concatenation of features from three classifiers for shape, color, and pattern. The network has two fully connected layers followed by a ReLU and a dropout [33] , and trained by cross-entropy loss. We fixed the size of the intermediate layer to 341. (2) Emb-Concat: a concatenation of features from three attribute-specific embedders for shape, color, and pattern. The triplet loss is used, and the size of the embedding vectors is fixed to 341. The final dimension after the concatenation in both baselines is 1023 (341 × 3), which is similar to FLAM. We consider these baselines as an upper bound in performance for FAM. FIR performance. Because the FLAM performs the attribute manipulation at a feature level, learning a good representation is important. We used cross-entropy loss and triplet loss together using ResNet50 [14] as a backbone to train the feature extractor. We sampled thousand instances sorted by the number of images included in instance id to apply the crossentropy loss, and then entire images were used when back-propagating with triplet loss. The feature maps are pooled using the sum-pooled convolutional features (SPoC) [4] . Note that the FIR performance can be improved by a careful aggregation of the pooling methods [18] , although we omitted the experiments on it. By training with the instance labels only, we could obtain competitive recall on DeepFashion dataset in Table 5 : R@k and T@k on different backbones (k=20) and classification accuracy after the attribute manipulation. The evaluation dataset is the same as Table 4 .
as a postprocessing method of a learned feature for the attribute manipulation. We consider the FIR result of our feature extractor as the performance of the FLAM on FIR. FAM performance. The Table 3 reports the top-50 accuracy of baselines and our method. Compared to the baselines, FLAM shows comparable performance on both datasets, despite that the query feature manipulator of FLAM was trained in a semi-supervised manner. We also achieved better results when auxiliary embedders of the remaining attributes and the adversarial loss were both used. Without the adversarial loss, the cosine similarity between the original feature and the recovered feature is low, which indicates that the manipulator suffers from recovering distribution of the original data. The use of online sampling technique consistently improved the performance. In Table 4 , we compare FIR and FAM simultaneously, as our purpose is to obtain high performance in both tasks. As we expected, our method shows outperforming result in FIR task, as the learned feature was trained for it. Quality of features, and robustness to backbones. The quality of the manipulated features and the robustness depending on different backbones were investigated in Table 5 . We trained a simple classifier, and measured the classification accuracy on the original features. Then, the query was manipulated, and the accuracy on manipulated feature was measured. The result shows that the accuracy increases after the attribute manipulation, which means that the query attribute was well-manipulated as we intended. Moreover, FLAM shows consistent results on both FIR and FAM, regardless of the backbone, which shows the robustness of our method in the network structure. 
Qualitative Results
In this section, we visualize the top-k ranking results after the attribute manipulation in Figure 2 , and t-SNE [26] visualization of attribute-specific embedding vectors in Figure 3 . Top-k ranking result. The Figure 2 shows the top-3 ranking results after the query attribute manipulation. The results show that FLAM retrieves the items having the desired attribute as we intended, while maintaining the unique characteristics of the query that are hard to define with shape, color, and pattern only. For example, if the query is a purple-colored slim-fit padding jumper with fur, and we manipulate color, the retrieved items maintain the attributes "slim-fit" and "fur", which have not been learned. We report top-3 ranking results, because we found that the evaluation metric of top-k accuracy on shape, color, and pattern have a limitation in reflecting the aforementioned aspect. t-SNE visualization. To analyze our method in the feature space, we visualize the distribution of the attribute-specific embedding vectors of shape, color, and pattern attributes using t-SNE. We manipulate the query features to have the same color, while maintaining the remaining attributes (shape and pattern). After manipulating the color attribute, the manipulated feature is fed to the attribute-specific embedder once again to obtain the embedding vector of the manipulated feature. The Figure 3 shows that the color distribution of the manipulated features is focused on a certain location, which indicates that the color is successfully manipulated to represent a certain color. The distribution of shape and pattern attributes shows a similar distribution with one of the original features, which means that the remaining attributes are preserved while manipulating the color.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have addressed the problem of attribute manipulation at the feature level. Unlike previous approaches, feature-level attribute manipulation (FLAM) translates the attributes from a learned feature itself, which makes the attribute manipulation process completely independent from image-based representation learning. We demonstrated competitive results on both FIR and FAM tasks with FLAM, and showed its robustness in application of different backbones. We showed that the generative model trained in a semi-supervised manner can be used for attribute manipulation, by simply matching the distribution of the manipulated features with the real features.
